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 How to access results from the fast online reconstruction, and 

check the data quality

 Results of electron lifetime measurement (preliminary)

Edited by EP, Oct 14th , 2019



 For each run of type cosmics, all sequences are processed to run the fast online reconstruction, and some histograms  to check 

the data quality and  reconstruction results  are produced as well. This processing is performed automatically on the online 

processing farm, and results  are copied to EOSPUBLIC in the directory pointed by the variable $ONLINE_REC (defined in 

np02env.sh)

 Given a raw data file, for example 1271_a_1.cosmics, the following 2 files will be available after the online processing:

1) rectasks_1271_1_a.root : reconstruction output. It is obtained by running rectask.exe on the raw data  file

2) bench_rectasks_1270_1_a_pass13.root : summary histograms of reconstructed quantities. It is obtained from the file       

rectasks_1271_1_a.root by running bench.exe with option p=13  (see software_howto.pdf)

 The following slides describe the histograms currently available in bench_rectasks_1270_1_a_pass13.root
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Hits reconstruction

For   CRP 1, 2, 4,   view 0 and view 1

1. numberofhits total number of hits  

2. hittedwire# number of hits on each channel  (to detect holes or sparking wires)  

3. hitsperwire number of hits/wire

4. hitcharge hits charge (fC)

5. hitt0 hits time  (us)     

6. hitx hits position (cm)

7. tothitcharge sum of the charge of all hits in each channel (fC) 

As an example, in the next 2 slides, these distributions will be shown for run 1294, CRP 1, view 0
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2D track reconstruction

For   CRP 1, 2, 4, and for tracks obtained by merging segments from different CRP;   view 0 and view 1  

1. numberof2Dtracks    total number of reconstructed 2D tracks

2. numberofhits/trk total number of hits belonging  to each 2D track

3. track_length tracks length

4. track_totQ total charge deposition from 2D tracks (fC)

5. dedx dE/dx (fC/mm)  

As an example, in the next 2 slides, these distributions are shown for run 1294, CRP 1, view 0
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 These distributions are obtained by the online processing farm. The code which is used by the 

online processing is also available on lxplus in the directory pointed by the variable 

WA105SOFT (defined in np02env.sh).

 In the code there are also examples on how to access and plot other available quantities in the 

root files from reconstruction (files such as rectasks_1271_1_a.root, mentioned in slide 2). 

 Starting from the files produced by the online reconstruction, it is possible to have a first feeling 

on data  and perform some simple analysis. 

 As a starting point users can modify, depending on their specific needs, the code used to fill the 

summary histograms “bench” which is the source of bench.exe. In this case there is no 

additional effort needed to reconstruct the data but it is just matter of accessing the results. The 

data reconstructed online are a kind of “DST”.

 More information is also available in the software howto file in the twiki pages.

Note: the official  reconstruction and analysis of ProtoDUNE-DP data are foreseen to be 

performed with LarSoft
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Purity measurement (preliminary)

The electron lifetime has been measured for all cosmic runs by looking at the charge attenuation along the 

tracks

.

The method used is based on 2D tracks reconstruction, it is independent from the track direction and the track 

starting point. 

For each run, two measurements of the charge attenuation along the track are obtained, one for view 0 and 

one for view 1. The method is explained in Appendix 1. 

Results are available on $ONLINE_REC as well; some examples are shown in next slides on a large statistics 

sample of tracks for runs 1294 and 1219. All tracks are normalized to the starting point and added to the same 

distribution used to fit the charge attenuation.

These results are preliminary, some parameters may be still optimized
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Run 1294

Purity monitors ~585 usec

usec

usec
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Run 1219

usec

usec

Purity monitors ~360 usec
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Appendix

Reminder of the method to fit the charge attenuation along

tracks

(From slides presented at the WA105 Science Board, July 6th, 2016)



 One of the task of the online monitoring is the measurement of the purity.

 this measurement is performed using cosmic rays tracks

 The feasibility of this measurement has been tested using raw data (horizontal tracks), and

results have been presented at the Science Board meeting (11/18/2015), at the General

meeting (03/08/2016), and have also been included in the SPSC report.

SPSC presentation, April 2106
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 This study has been repeated with reconstructed tracks.

(the code used for tracking reconstruction is available on the svn)

Analysis methodology

 To set up the method, the 6x6x6 geometry has been used, to exploit the full drift distance.  

 Only one CRM will be taken into account (CRM0) : our priority is the data taking of September with the 3x1x1 

prototype whose anode counts only one CRM 

 The method has been tested on samples of muon at different generation angles

 Once the method has been set up, it has been applied to 3x1x1, to check the results
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1st sample: muons at 4 Gev, 2K events 450 ,  crossing only CRM0, =3ms 
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CRM0

anode

crm0

drift
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ALL CRMs
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Some crosschecks on the total charge at raw level, hits and track ….

fC

Total charge collected on strips   (raw data) Total charge collected  from hit reconstructions

fC

Total charge collected from track reconstruction

fC (see later)
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the 3 distributions are in good agreement

fC

Raw data

Hit reconstruction

Trk reconstruction
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Before moving to the purity measurement, it is useful to remind that the charge collected using 

track reconstruction information is obtained from hits and delta rays associated to the track

fC

fCfC



z=0

z=600 cm
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 Due to impurities, the collected charge is a decreasing function of  drift time   Q=f(tdrift).

 Points belonging to  this function can be represented as  P=(tdrift ,Q);

 To build  these points , the drift distance is divided into n equal bins
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Let’s assume now to divide the full drift distance (6m)  in 60 bins  

 Expected loss on one bin ~2%:

1 bin= 10cm, 0,067 ms each  𝑒−(
.067

3
)

~ 98%

5 cm  𝑒−(
.067

3
)

~ 99%

20 cm  𝑒−(
.134

3
)

~ 95%

50 cm  𝑒−(
.335

3
)

~ 89%

1 m  𝑒−(
.67

3
)

~ 80%

A set of histograms (60) for each view is obtained,

and each track enters in each histogram,

depending on its length and on its starting and

ending points



Sum of hits belonging to the same 10 cm bins: 

Zoom of the track (red)  with 

associated hits (blue)

the track  is  divided in n bins of 10cm in z, and, for each bin, the charge depositions of

all hits belonging to the tracks are summed  a “vector” of charge depositions is built
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Shits

Shits

Shits

Shits



Effect of bin quantization
Considering 2 tracks with their first point in bin 1: 

 the charge deposition in the first bin depends

on the starting point of the track inside the bin

The same effect is also present in the last bin.
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and their  last point in bin n :

To avoid disuniformities the first and the

last bin of each track are not taken into

account

bin 1

bin  2

bin n

bin n-1
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Each component of the charge depositions vector corresponds to one point P=(tdrift ,Q) where

tdrift = center of the time bin,

135, 145, 155 cm in the example

Q= hits charge

 Charge depositions in bins of 10 cm

corresponding at different drift distances

moving to longer drift distances, the 

peak moves to lower values and the 

distribution becomes narrower as expected 
due to the charge reduction q=q0*exp(-t/ ) 

1m drift

2m drift

3m drift

4m drift

5m drift

fC
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Before moving on in setting up a method to measure purity, it is necessary to come

back to some slides shown in the SB meeting hold on December 2nd

https://laguna.ethz.ch/indico/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=177

The subject of these slides was the dependence of the mip position on track angle:

SB meeting, 12/02/1016

https://laguna.ethz.ch/indico/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=177


26SB meeting, 12/02/1016
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SB meeting, 12/02/1016
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To take into account this angular effect the value of the charge deposition has to be 

“normalized” w.r.t the track angles, using angles provided by reconstruction. 

A different approach can also be used  normalize the bins to the one with shortest drift : 

 Example of tracks going upwards or downwards (with 

respect to drift coordinate)

 The first bin  of the vector is defined to be the one 

corresponding to the minimum drift time 

 The charge value of different bin is normalized to the one of 

the first bin (all are, on average, less than 1)

tdrift

1m drift

2m drift

3m drift

4m drift

5m drift
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These histograms are then fitted with a gaussian , to  get the peak value:

2
1

To to get  meaningful results from the fit it is required to have at least 100 entries, otherwise the fit

is not done

the fit is performed in an interval defined starting from histogram mean value and rms

Results are written to an external file, and then a fit to measure lifetime is performed

1

2 
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5m drift

Fit examples for different drift lengths  

Gaussian fit Landau  fit

3m drift

1m drift
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Fit results:

View 0

View 1 =(3.076  ± .008) ms

=(3.073  ± .008) ms

Fit starts from 

1 as expected

6 m drift

View 0

View 1
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The method has been tested on a sample of muon generated without lifetime effect…

The distributions are 

flat, as expected

View 0

View 1
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..and on a sample of muons crossing the detector from top to bottom:  

crm0

drift
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=(2.97  ± .007) ms

=(2.97  ± .007) ms

View 0

View 1
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The method has been tested on a sample of tracks at different angles: 

Theta  

For comparison: values for previous sample:

Theta  

Phi  

Phi  
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=(3.05  ± .008) ms

=(3.05  ± .009) ms

Fit results on the sample with random angular directions:

View 0

View 1
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The sample with random directions used for the fit corresponds to 4K tracks:  

Normalized charge deposition

for a drift distance of 50 cm

The last bin used in  the fit 

shown at page 43 corresponds 

to a drift distance of ~5.3 m with 

a population of 126 tracks
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Fit results with lower statistics  (a subsample of 2K tracks):

=(3.05  ± .012) ms

=(3.07  ± .013) ms

=(3.05  ± .008) ms previous value) 
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The last bin used in  the fit 

corresponds to a drift distance 

of ~5.2 m with 100 tracks,  the 

next bins do not have statistics
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=(3.04  ± .019) ms

=(3.09  ± .019) ms

Fit results with lower statistics  (a subsample of 1K tracks):
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Last useful bin: 100 track, drift distance ~5m

=(3.05  ± .008) ms

=(3.04  ± .019) ms

Summary:
Real lifetime =3.00 ms

4k tracks

2k tracks (subsample)

1k tracks (subsample)

=(3.05  ± .012) ms
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just for check same sample of muon generated without lifetime effect:
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The same method has now been applied to muon generated assuming the 3x1x1 

configuration: 

drift
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Fit results:

Tracks are shorter

Bigger error and worst 

fit result w.r.t. 6x6x6

~4K tracks, 70 cm drift length

=(2.84  ± .12) ms

=(2.96  ± .14) ms
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To test the method in a realistic situation, a sample of cosmic has been generated.

Some examples:

tracks with  different slopes and different starting points
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=(2.9  ± .23) ms

=(2.9  ± .3) ms

results of purity measurement:

~1500 tracks


